
Central Valley Ag (CVA) offers a wide range of Precision Ag Products and Services to our customers. CVA has set 
up the Professional Ag Services Division (PAS) to house all their Precision Ag products and services. Within the PAS 
division, subdivisions have been created to target the different specialty areas in Precision Ag. These subdivisions 
work with customers located in Nebraska, South Dakota, Iowa, and Kansas from CVA’s 70 locations. Central 
Valley Ag is dedicated to Precision Ag. The benefits are immeasurable, the potential it has with our customers, and 
what we can do to help the environment through Precision Ag. The investment made in these programs proves to 
our employees and customers how important Precision Ag is to CVA.

Advanced Cropping Systems (ACS) is Central Valley Ag’s Precision Ag brand. ACS provides the following 
products and services. Listed below we have also included our annual acres or sales associated with these 
products and services.

• Grid Soil Sampling – 2.5 Acre Grids – Annual Average = 100,000 Acres.

• Samz Zone Sampling Program – Annual Average = 130,000 Acres.

• Variable Rate Fertilizer Application (N, P, K, S, Zn, Mg, Lime) – Annual Average = 430,000 Acres.

• Variable Rate Seeding – Annual Average = 100,000 Acres.

• Application Equipment that is Variable Rate Capable = Approx. 75 machines.

PROFESSIONAL AG SERVICES DIVISION CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING EMPLOYEES

PRECISION AG OFFERINGS

9
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Ag Specialists

3
Full-Time Precision 

Ag Equipment 
Specialists

3
Full-Time R&D 

Employees

8
Full-Time Consultants

1
Full-Time Lead 

Agronomist
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AquaSystems is Central Valley Ag’s Soil Moisture Monitoring and Variable Rate Irrigation program. Below we 
have listed what AquaSystems is currently providing for customers.

• Capacitance Soil Moisture Probes for 2015 = Approx. 250 Probes.

• Variable Rate Irrigation – 30 Pivots Implementing VRI

® quaSystems 

Our Research and Development program, better known, as the RD Series is Central Valley Ag’s On-Farm 
Research and Customer Trial Program is made up of the following:

• 58 Growers    7,400 Acres

• 6 RD Plot Events (2 times per year)

®

Central Valley Ag has purchased an 
AgEagle UAS to research the technology as 
it is becoming one of the topics in Precision 
Ag that is getting the most attention.  We 
are researching and perfecting the use of 
the UAS and the benefits of data collected 
to our customers operations.  When this 
technology becomes mainstream, CVA 
wants to be on the forefront of offering it 
to our customers.  We are also using and 
researching Satellite Imagery and Aerial 
Imagery to compare the effectiveness, 
efficiency, and profitability of the different 
forms of imagery available.

AGEAGLE UAS
ACS Equipment offers Precision Ag 
equipment solutions for our customers 
through Ag Leader, Precision Planting, 
MyWay RTK, Surefire, FieldWise, and 
others.  CVA has a MyWay RTK network 
that consists of 7 RTK base stations that 
are owned, operated, and serviced 
by our equipment technicians.  Our 
equipment technicians install and support 
all equipment we sell.  They are also 
knowledgeable in OEM equipment and 
monitors so they can help our customers 
with every aspect of equipment technology 
on their farm. 

PRECISION AG



Data Services is our newly developed Data Management offering.  Managing data (Big Data) is a key topic 
and opportunity for our customers and company in the future.  We are developing an offering to address these 
issues and provide a solution for our customers to manage, analyze, and view data and also be used as a 
decision making tool in their operation.  

Phase 1 of Data Services Includes (Release Date Fall 2015):

• Wireless Data Transfer

 o Wi-Fi Relay, Mobile Device, Home Computer, OEM Data Transfer

 o Yield, As Applied, Prescription Files, Etc.

• Cloud Storage

• Unlimited Data Storage

• Data Backup and Security

• Ability to View Soil Tests, Rx Maps, Yield Maps, etc. on Web Site

Phase 2 of Data Services Includes (Release Date Spring 2016):

• Data Analysis

• Product Comparisons

• Decision Support Tools

• Profit/Loss Mapping

® Data Services 

UNLIMITED DATA 
STORAGE

Easily sending data to and 
from places.

Organized Space for 
Everything.

CUSTOMER ACCESS
Tablet, computer, smart 
phone.

SECURE
Data never goes to a third 
party, you still have full 
ownership of your data. This 
is just a safe place for you to 
store your information while 
retaining ownership.

TIME SAVING
Saves time if utilizing with 
VRT machines, wirelessly 
upload Prescription files 
without thumb drives or data 
cards.

TRANSFER YIELD DATA, AS-APPLIED DATA, PRESCRIPTION FILES AND SOIL DATA INSTANTLY



Central Valley Ag utilizes Grids and Zones to Variable Rate Apply fertilizer and lime products to ensure the right 
products are applied at the right rate and in the right place.  With Variable Rate Application, we are not wasting 
fertilizer or lime in areas that are sufficient in nutrients. Input costs are rising, and commodity margins are shrinking, 
and by applying these practices we are becoming more efficient and economical. Customers are the most 
profitable they can be on every individual acre when applying fertilizer. Applying less fertilizer in areas already 
sufficient also helps reduce over-application of fertilizer resulting in reduced nutrient leaching into the groundwater 
or running off into lakes, rivers, or streams.  

In the area of VR seeding, we are providing recommendations that are tailored to suit the hybrids that the grower 
has selected with their seed advisor. We aim to save seed where we can, increase yields and push population 
where it is appropriate, but at all times focus on the right population on the right acres and maximize profits for 
our customers.

AquaSystems soil moisture monitoring and variable rate irrigation helps us make better irrigation recommendations 
for our customers.  Many NRDs in our area are starting to restrict the amount of irrigation water that can be applied 
in a season and soil moisture probes help determine the actual amount of plant available moisture in the soil. 
This information is used to make decisions on the amount of water to apply and the timing of irrigation. Many of 
our customers have saved 1 – 3 irrigation circles (1”-4” of actual water/acre) on their fields.  Water is quickly 
becoming our most valuable and threatened resource and we are taking the initiative to proactively save water 
through moisture monitoring and variable rate applications.

Central Valley Ag also offers Precision Ag equipment through Ag Leader and Precision Planting to help our 
customers be more accurate and effective throughout planting, spraying, tillage, and harvest.  Planting is the most 
important action our customers take throughout the season.  Everything starts with planting, and if the seed is not 
placed accurately, at the right depth and population, yield will be affected.  Proper planter performance is also 
critical to get good seed to soil contact, prevent sidewall compaction, manage the increasing amount of residue, 
and avoid restricted root growth. These factors can all be affected by the equipment we install from Ag Leader 
and Precision Planting to manage residue, down force, seed meter performance, seed placement, and accurate 
population no matter the seed size. Precision Ag equipment is also very important to help avoid overlapping 
when planting and spraying.  Automatic planter row shutoff, automatic boom shutoff, and auto-steer systems help 
eliminate overlapping and over application of seed, fertilizer, and chemicals.  Not only does this save money and 
increase yield for our customers, but it also helps protect the environment from overuse of fertilizer and chemicals. 
This equipment also helps reduces operator fatigue and avoids overlapping tillage operations. It can also reduce 

INPUT EFFICIENCY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP



the amount of trips across the field, wear and tear on equipment, and fuel consumption. Also, our staff assists 
customers in yield monitor service and calibration to assure they are collecting accurate, useable data.  This yield 
data can be critical to future Precision Ag applications as well as insurance requirements.  

Central Valley Ag has created a Technology Trailer for displaying Precision Ag equipment to our customers. 
Customers can enter the 26’ enclosed trailer to get hands on experience and training on actual Ag Leader and 
Precision Ag Equipment. We also have demo moisture probes, information on soil sampling and VR application, 
VR Seeding, and MyWay RTK network. Allowing the customer to see and demo the equipment before committing 
to a purchase. We also use the trailer for customer training sessions on monitor use and calibration. The Technology 
Trailer has played a role in steadily increasing CVA’s equipment sales to a record $1.4 Million. Central Valley Ag 
is also a member of Ag Leader’s Peer Group in which non-competitive dealers share information and ideas to help 
improve our Ag Leader product offering and services to our customers.

CVA employs eight full-time crop consultants that work directly with our customers developing a customized 
program that fits their operation.  Our Consultants analyze the customer’s current equipment and programs and 
assist them in improving technology on their farm.  Based on the customer’s goals, needs, and abilities, a customer-
specific program is developed. Including; planter performance, Precision Ag equipment, moisture probes, soil 
sampling, variable rate application, variable rate seeding, yield mapping, profit mapping, scouting, IPM, best 
management practices, etc. The crop consultants have access to GPS equipped iPads with crop scouting apps to 
be able to scout and send digital reports to the growers to be more efficient and accurate. The crop consultants 
also use these iPads to grid, zone, and geo-reference soil sample.

Variable Rate application is another key in environmental stewardship.  Regional Precision Ag specialists provide 
innovative answers that have no brand loyalty for our customers. Includes variable rate Nitrogen, Phosphorus, 
Potassium, Sulfur, Zinc, Magnesium, Boron, Ag-Lime, Pel-Lime, and Cal-Sul.  Fertilizer forms variable rate applied 
include Liquid, Dry, and NH3.

The RD Program is currently doing tests with multiple Nitrogen and Phosphorus stabilizers.  Central Valley Ag 
is testing and promoting fertilizer stabilizers to reduce loss and runoff of Nitrogen and Phosphorus.  CVA also 
promotes soil testing and deep nitrate testing to insure proper rates of fertilizer to be applied.  

CVA is utilizing an in crop Cover Crop seeder, applying a cover crop mix to help promote soil health and reduce 
the loss of fertilizer. 

COVER CROP SEEDER



RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT RD PLATFORM

Central Valley Ag’s RD Programs offer our customers the opportunity to conduct their own on-farm research 
and strive for Maximum Economic Yields. The RD program is currently working with 58 growers on 
approximately 7,400 acres. RD is researching new innovative products, Precision Ag products, and new 
technology options to bring profit to our customers operations.  RD is researching the use of cover crops to 
conserve water and reduce fertilizer and chemical runoff and erosion.  Another part of the RD program is a weekly 
blog article accompanied by a video highlighting thought provoking topics for both customers and employees to 
consider. These topics are designed to get the customer thinking about alternative practices and what may work in 
their operation. Much of the focus is on new technology in agriculture. The Reachout article is distributed via email 
and online. By visiting www.cvacoop.com or one of CVA’s social media sites, you will have access to the Reachout 
articles each week.

Central Valley Ag Cooperative RD Program can assist you in sifting through the countless options available and 
provide focus on the best yield-enhancing opportunities for your farm.
In helping select the best products and management strategies for you to assess for your fields, our priority is two-
fold:

1. The products/practices must improve the productivity of your acres, and
2. The products/practices must increase your profitability, even in times of lower commodity prices.

In short, it has to work for our customers! We work with them, side-by-side, to determine how to maximize 
performance in fields, through one of two options, that are designed to deliver results:  



®

RD2 Program
Turns 2% of acres into an on-the-farm research facility

An innovative approach to conducting premier on-
the-farm research that is meaningful to our customers 
– because it’s done on their farm!  The research is driven 
by customer interests and geared toward maximizing 
total performance in their fields.  Farmers designate the 
2% of the acres they want to utilize for testing, and for a 
small per acre fee CVA does the rest:

• Pre-season field planning
• Using the most advanced traits and elite germplasm 

from our seed partners
• Mapping and satellite imagery
• Variable rate application
• In-season management and yield testing
• End-of-year data review to determine what 

products/practices we would suggest recalibrating 
for the following year.

RD MEY (Maximum Economic Yield) Program

• Many people talk about achieving the 300 bushels 
per acre milestone in corn production.  At Central 
Valley Ag Cooperative, we’re not just talking about 
it – we partner with you in a shared risk/shared 
reward approach to creating a production plan 
that will attain maximum yields economically.  The 
program is designed to compare the producer’s 
normal production practices side-by-side with 
CVA recommendations. The RD300 Program 
incorporates the following steps to assist you in 
making the right decisions when they matter most: In-
depth pre-season field planning that encompasses 
your entire operation

• Guidance and consulting in every phase of crop 
production, from start to finish

• Complete nutrient plan that includes soil samples, 
tissue sampling, mapping & satellite imagery

• Variable rate application based on an aggressive 
yield goal

• Intensive in-season management and observations
• End-of-year data review to determine what 

products/practices we would suggest recalibrating 
for the following year. 



Training and Information

Central Valley Ag has regular grower meetings to promote new technologies in agriculture. Discussions include 
moisture probes and VRI, grid or zone sampling and variable rate application of inputs, variable rate seeding, 
equipment, and any new technologies that become available. Central Valley Ag hosts 6 Winfield Answer Plots 
throughout our territory to introduce our customers to new technologies. One session at each of the Answer Plots 
is a Technology Session where we cover the most relevant topics in Ag Technology at the time. This year the 
Technology Trailer was used for presentations on planter performance, soil moisture monitoring/probes/VRI, and 
UAS Imagery. 

In addition to the Answer Plots, CVA had multiple spring grower events to help update customers planter monitors 
firmware. Along with assisting customers in setting up their monitors for use, so they were ready to go this past spring 
and were able to collect useable, accurate planting data. Central Valley Ag has hosted Precision Ag equipment 
days where we set up multiple tractors, combines, planters, and sprayers with auto-steer, sprayer control, planter 
controls, and yield monitors for customers to get hands on use of the equipment in real word situations.

Central Valley Ag is also committed to training our employees.  We have annual meetings on the newest advances 
in Precision Ag. Part of our internal CCA training includes a session on new technologies in agriculture. Employee 
specific training with our Technology Trailer gives our employees a better understanding of the new technologies 
and provides a hands-on experience they can share with their customers. Industry experts from Ag Leader, Precision 
Planting, Midwest Labs, Universities, etc. attend employee-training sessions to give them a different perspective 
on industry technologies. CVA conducts annual fertility training with assistance from industry experts for both 
beginner and experienced employees.  These fertility-training classes cover a variety of topics. Including: basic 

GROWER ENGAGEMENT & 
ENCOURAGEMENT OF CUSTOMER USE

CUSTOMER 
ENGAGE WITH CVA 

AGRONOMISTS 
EARLIER THIS YEAR AT 
ANSWER PLOTS. CVA 

HOSTS 6 ANSWER 
PLOTS THROUGHOUT 

IT’S TERRITORY. 



nutrients and uses, soil testing, making and understanding recommendations, soil health, methods of application, 
methods to prevent fertility loss, protection of the environment, safety, industry rules and regulations, etc. 

To stay up-to-date with the younger generation, Central Valley Ag has targeted a group of younger customers 
that have been labeled the “Visionary Advisory Group”.  This group gets together periodically throughout the 
year and discusses their needs and “visions” for their respective operations.  These growers provide feedback on 
what is working in their operation and what they would like to see change. Discussions also revolve around what 
they would like to see in the future, specifically how new technologies in agriculture can help them become more 
efficient and profitable. The Visionary Advisors want to make a positive impact on agriculture for the future, and 
working with Central Valley Ag gives them a voice in their cooperative. It helps us understand what areas CVA 
needs to focus on to be able to bring value to these operations in the future. 

This program has opened CVA’s eyes to what is important to the younger generation of farmers. New equipment 
technology, data analysis and security, information availability, communication forms, apps and social media are 
hot topics in this group.

CVA also has Grower Roundtable discussions to gauge interest and listen to our customer needs and wants. This is 
a great way to know what our customers want and what we need to be working on in the future.

THE ACS TECHNOLOGY 
TRAILER IS USED 

TO EDCUATE BOTH 
EMPLOYEES AND 

CUSTOMERS ALIKE. 
THE TRAILER PROVIDES 

DEMONSTRATIONS 
REGULARLY.

ANSWER 
PLOTS

6 held in June, 6 
held in August.

ROUND
TABLE

Meet with growers 
to listen to customer 

needs.

GROWER
EVENTS

A multitude of events 
are held throughout 

the year.

VISIONARY
ADVISORS
Targeted group of 

younger customers.

GROWER ENGAGEMENT



INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT
Central Valley Ag is very proactive with local colleges in promoting Precision Ag education. CVA has been the guest 
speaker at numerous college and FFA events. Central Valley Ag recently contributed proposals and information 
to helping develop a Precision Ag curriculum for Northeast Community College for Precision Ag classes and 
a proposed Precision Ag degree program. CVA employees are regular guests at the college for Precision Ag 
discussions, plot days and contribute monetary donations for Precision Ag advancements.  CVA’s Technology 
Trailer has made appearances at college days to help students understand the advances made in Precision Ag.

Central Valley Ag will be a major partner in a Work Certification class at York High School (YHS).  YHS is 
partnering with the Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture, NCTA in Curtis, NE, Central Valley Ag, and Reinke 
Irrigation. This partnership will make available some unique and outstanding work certification opportunities for 
students beginning this 2015-16 school year. YHS students will be able to obtain work certification and an area 
of emphasis from NCTA in chemical application, irrigation technology, or diversified agriculture for very little, if 
any cost. 
• Courses will be held at YHS within the existing school day and taught by adjunct instructors that CVA and 
Reinke are working to provide
o Attached is a document outlining the program.

CVA is also very active in FFA. Giving presentations to FFA groups and making monetary donations to promote 
Precision Ag.  Central Valley Ag was instrumental in developing the FFA “I Believe in the Future of Ag” campaign, 
which has now been taken over by the Nebraska FFA Foundation. You can learn more about the “I Believe” 
campaign by visiting www.neffafoundation.org.

CVA’s internship program is another way we get involved with students in the industry. Our internship program 
selects an average of 20-30 college students to spend the summer learning about Precision Ag and assisting our 
crop consultants throughout the summer. We currently have a 30% retention rate for our interns coming back to 
CVA for full-time employment after college.  We also have a team member that annually attends a Northeast 
Community College Women’s Conference to promote agriculture and Precision Ag and how it can be a benefit to 
our customers and the environment.

Industry involvement is essential to our growth, success, and public perception. CVA has members in AgGateway, 
Team member on NeATA (Nebraska Ag Technologies Association) board, AgRetailers Association, and Nebraska 
Ag Business Association. We are also involved in promoting and training for the Certified Crop Adviser Program, 
one of our team members was even honored with the Nebraska Certified Crop Adviser of the Year award. CVA 
Team members have been frequent guest speakers at University events, Nebraska Ag Technology Association 
events, Nebraska AgBusiness Association CCA training events, InfoAg, and many others throughout the industry 
promoting agriculture and new technologies.  Central Valley Ag is a member of CoExcellence and AgExcellence, 
which is a group of cooperatives that share ideas and information to help be the best of the best in the industry. 



Incorporating industry experts to present information on current issues, relevant topics, and industry updates helps 
members become more successful.

Central Valley Ag team members have been regular contributors to multiple agricultural magazines promoting 
and introducing agriculture technologies.  AgProfessional Magazine, PrecisionAg.com, Corn and Soybean 
Digest, Nebraska Farmer, and CropLife Magazine are a few of the important agriculture media outlets CVA team 
members have supported.

Examples of Agriculture Magazine Articles

Take steps toward better N management
BY TYLER HARRIS

JASON Richters used to think he 
would never fertigate. Like many in 
his area, Richters, who raises corn 

and soybeans in Seward and York County, 
was used to applying anhydrous in the 
fall. “Sometimes it takes people to push 
you to get out of your comfort zone,” 
Richters says.

Mike Zwingman, agronomy research 
and development manager and part of 
the Advanced Cropping Systems team 
at Central Valley Ag, says growers like 
Richters can be apostles for changing 
nitrogen management practices in the 
area. “Change the mind of our very best 
growers and let them push the snowball 
downhill,” Zwingman told a group of soil 
scientists and Extension educators at 
a fi eld day at a plot location near Waco 
this summer, where he’s combining tech-
nology with management to demonstrate 
improved nitrogen effi ciency on corn.

Nigel Grech, executive vice president 
of science and technology at Verdesian 
Life Sciences, notes in the next 20 years, 
another 50 million acres of corn will be 
needed to feed the rising global popula-
tion. “It has to be in the Americas. Europe 
can’t do it. Asia can’t do it,” he says. “Yield 
elevation is obviously key, and a key com-
ponent around that yield elevation is ef-
fi cient nitrogen management.”

As Zwingman notes, improving ni-
trogen effi ciency will take small, incre-
mental steps. “We’re going to have to do 
a lot of little things a lot better,” he says. 
“Growers make 40 major crop impact de-
cisions a year, and not one is an indepen-
dent system.”

Taking incremental steps
These considerations include how plants 
take up nitrogen, along with environ-
mental factors. However, these factors 
can be controlled with technology to an 
extent. Plants utilize both nitrate and am-
monniacal N, and both forms once taken 
up by the plant have to be metabolically 
assimilated into protein and other struc-
tural components. Ammonium, while 
readily available, has the potential to 
volatilize and also convert to nitrate and 
be subject to leaching. On Central Valley 
Ag’s plot, Zwingman is using Verdesian’s 
Nutrisphere, a nitrogen stabilizer with 
UAN 32 to protect the ammonium in the 
solution from these losses.

Nitrogen assimilation is also highly 
regulated. Grech explains plants evolved 
in environments where nitrogen was 
available in low amounts. “We have a situ-

ation where the plant can’t use those high 
amounts of nitrogen because it hasn’t 
evolved to use those large amounts all 
at once,” he says. “When plants are high 
in nitrate, they think they’re in Valhalla. 
They don’t try to scavenge nitrogen, 
which is energy-intensive.”

Zwingman is applying Verdesian’s 
Take Off on some of these research strips, 
which Grech says accelerates carbon fi xa-
tion and improves N uptake and N-use effi -
ciency, causing plants to behave like they 
would in a nitrogen-limited environment, 
regardless of how much N is available.

Of course, the preference is applying 
nitrogen at the right place and the right 
time. This might mean spreading out ap-
plications through fertigation or Y Drop 
attachments on a high-clearance sprayer, 
which is the case on Zwingman’s plot. “It’s 
our philosophy that if nitrogen loss be-
comes a problem, we can only lose what’s 
there,” Zwingman says. “If you are plan-
ning to spread nitrogen applications out, 
you’re reducing exposure to risk by re-

ducing the total amount of pounds avail-
able for loss at a given amount of time.”

Another factor is the rate, but making 
adjustments there can be a scary thought 
for producers. The plot includes some 
strips with 30% to 15% reductions in 
nitrogen applications. “I think growers 
have the technology to do it, but there’s 
so much fear around the reduction in ni-
trogen application,” he says. “We can get 
them to change timing, but to mess with 
the rate is really tough.”

Evolution, not revolution
That’s why Zwingman says it’s going to 
take evolution, not revolution. “There’s 
no way I can come in and make broad 
change in your operation and do it in a 
quick and aggressive manner,” he says. 
“This isn’t about doing one thing ex-
ponentially better. It’s about doing 100 
things 1% better.”

It comes down to a combination of 
practices that improve economic and 
environmental viability. “If you can do 

this, you can reduce the nitrogen load 
to the point where you aren’t losing it up 
or down and improve your bottom line,” 
Grech says. “That’s your bottom line; it’s 
an expensive input.”

Richters began fertigating in 2012, 
when he saw some of his highest corn 
yields despite the drought. Still, the ques-
tion remains: Were those yield increases 
due to nitrogen management, or was it 
the combination of sunlight, green leaf 
area and available water? “I’m not looking 
back, but we haven’t been able to dupli-
cate those big yields,” he says. “We can 
try to manage as perfectly as we can, but 
if Mother Nature doesn’t help us, we’re 
hitting a certain yield level we might not 
be able to get beyond.”

While a believer in fertigation, Richters 
would like to see more research to show 
that spreading out applications is worth-
while. “For me personally, the challenge 
is, how effi cient can we be with nitrogen 
or how explosive can we be in yields?” 
Richters says. “I think it has to be both.”

INCREMENTAL STEPS: Mike Zwingman speaks at a field day at a plot location near Waco this summer. As Zwingman says, 
improving nitrogen efficiency will take small, incremental steps. “We’re going to have to do a lot of little things a lot better,” he 
says. “Growers make 40 major crop impact decisions a year, and not one is an independent system.”
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FIELD STATION: Each installed 
AquaSystems probe is accompanied by 

a field monitoring station like this one, 
says Kyle Heiss. 

Understanding 
water use and 
soil moisture
By CURT ARENS

I T’S all about water. For Rod Heiss and 
son Kyle, who farm near Page, Neb., 
water is a resource that is managed 

carefully. Their farm is one of 30 opera-
tions across northeast Nebraska using a 
new moisture probe monitoring system 
this season. 

Central Valley Ag Co-op, a regional 
member-owned farmer cooperative, de-
veloped the system for its members. The 
Heiss farm installed seven AquaSystems 
probes, with fi ve in cornfi elds and two in 
soybeans. 

Remote monitoring
“We’re tech people,” says Rod Heiss. He 
particularly likes the ability to monitor 
crop water use and soil moisture levels 
remotely through the AquaSystems pro-
gram, so he and Kyle can make irrigation 
management decisions in the fi eld to keep 
their crops going. 

“I thought the monitors would tell us 

that we have been watering too much,” 
Heiss says. “But this season, we were actu-
ally watering longer than we would have 
if we hadn’t installed the probes, because 
the information was telling us that the corn 
crop still needed water.”

The moisture probes, combined with 
variable-rate irrigation, increases effi-
ciency because they allow farmers like the 
Heisses to irrigate when they need to on 

Key Points

 ■ Nebraska producers try out a new soil 
moisture monitoring system. 

 ■ It helps farmers save water and time by 
watering effectively. 

 ■ Farmers watered longer into the fall 
because of probe information. 

TIMELY WATERING: Rod Heiss (left) and son Kyle, of Page, Neb., gained yield from 
watering longer into the growing season because of information from a new soil 
moisture monitoring probe system. 

Although Rod and Kyle Heiss of 
Page, Neb., watered longer into 

the season than usual this past year, 
3 to 4 inches of irrigation on average 
was saved in fields with heavier soil 
types, with slightly less savings on 
lighter soils, according to Central 
Valley Ag Co-op’s AquaSystems soil 
moisture monitoring system. The 
payoff in yield comes from the timing 
of the watering. 

“Monitoring soil moisture down to 3 
feet is important,” says Keith Byerly, CVA 
Northern technology manager. 

“As we looked at finishing the 2013 
irrigation season, our moisture pro-
file looked good. With traditional hand 
probing, we would have said that there 
was adequate moisture, and we could 
shut off pivots.” 

But last season’s drought caused a 
compaction layer at 24 inches, with little 

Extra water needed in late season

Sub-Surface Drip Irrigation
2990 Morton Road, Garden City, Kansas 67846

Of  ce: (800) 794-9950
rwildeman@westernirrigation.com

We’ll go Anywhere”

Sub-Surface Drip Irrigation
2990 Morton Road, Garden City, Kansas 67846

Of  ce: (800) 247-5636
rwildeman@multistatesirrigation.com
“Quality is our Guarantee”

“WATER” is more important in irriga  on farming today then it’s ever been.  Sub-Surface Drip Irriga  on is the 
answer to a more e  ect way of irriga  ng, saving water, labor and increasing your yields.  Excellent quality is 
designed into every SDI project as well as our professional installa  on and service from our own in-house 
crew to insure you a system that will pro  t your farming opera  on.

The Company That Knows Irriga  on Best.

www.multistatesirrigation.com

Western
Irrigation, Inc.

www.westernirrigation.com

Ask about our dealer network – we  support and train to service you at your loca  on.

IE6 Irrigation Extra — January 2014

Mike Zwingman N Management Feature Article in 
Nebraska Farmer

AquaSystems Feature Article in Farm Progress

Glen Franzluebbers Weighs in on the State of 
Precision for PrecisionAg.com



INNOVATIVE USE OF PRECISION 
TECHNOLOGIES

1. ACS Technology Trailer as a Training/Demo Site for Customers and Employees
2. Mobile Precision Planting Test Stand for On-Site Meter Testing and Repair
3. Data Services as our Internal/Branded Data Transfer, Storage, and Viewing Tool for Customers and 

Employees.  Phase 1 as Storage, Transfer, Viewing.  Phase 2 as an Analysis and Decision Making 
Tool.

4. AquaSystems Irrigation Mgt. was developed putting together the best products available to Brand our 
own internal Water Management Program providing profitability to our customers and environmental 
stewardship.

5. RD Series is our internal On-Farm Research program that can evaluate new technologies and products.
6. Scouting Apps, both internal and external, make scouting more efficient.
7. Utilizing SharePoint as a Storage/File Sharing/Information Warehouse for internal needs.
8. Developing our internal Work Order program to keep track of Equipment Quotes, Installations, 

Sampling Orders, EC Mapping Orders, VRT Orders, Etc.  This will allow us to time stamp events to be 
able to effectively track Orders and Efficiency

9. Internal Training/Information Videos to be used by both customers and employees.
10. AgEagle for Drone Technology evaluations
11. Internal Equipment/Services Catalog to highlight our Key offerings.
12. Fall 2015 Centralized Dispatch and Asset Tracking for VRT Applications is planned.
13. Wireless Rx transfer to VRT application via multiple data transfer options: OnSite, JD, Slingshot.
14. Cover Crop Applicator



BOTTOM LINE PROFITABILITY FOR 
COMPANY AND CUSTOMERS

Professional Ag Services runs as a division of Agronomy with our own balance sheet. Sales for 2015 
are: $1,400,000.00 for Precision Ag Equipment and $3,500,000.00 for Precision Ag Services. Bottom 
line profitability is allowing growth and expansion of Precision Ag services and the PAS Division.  Our 
research has shown that customers involved in CVA’s Precision Ag programs do a significant amount of 
more business in Seed, Fertilizer, Crop Protection, Custom Application and other services.  Precision Ag 
is a main focus for CVA’s Senior Staff and Board Members. It plays a large role in moving forward with 
our vision of the future.

Customer profitability has shown to be greater when using Precision Ag Services.  Our research has 
shown significant increases in yield potential using VRT Fertilizer, VR Seeding, AquaSystems Irrigation 
Management, and other services.  

Our program has been in place for 18 years and without customer and company profitability it would not 
have grown to the scale it has to this point, with continued growth expected.   Growth goals are to double 
our income in 3 years and triple in 5 years with new, innovative services and technology.

Bushel Challenge Program

In 2015 we ran an internal challenge for our employees named the “2 Million Bushel Challenge”, in which every 
salesman received a certain amount of points for meter testing, Hydraulic DownForce sold, etc. The employees 
with the most points were rewarded for their efforts. The challenge was successful, and the following stats were 
drawn up from the challenge. 

• Over 170 customers were brought products and services that increased their bottom line.
• 2,317 Planter Row units were tested and/or improved for our customers.
• 1,300,000 bushels of grain was added in the CVA trade area, that equates to $5,200,000.00 to our growers 

bottom line.
• 3.25 New Unit Trains for our Grain Department to Potentially Market and Handle
• $200,000+ of Agronomy Income between service income from testing and repairs, parts, and new sales of 

DownForce installation.

This year we will continue the program, but will be upping the steaks to 
“3 Million Bushel Challenge” for 2016.



CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

 “The probe really let us keep the field 
near full capacity. On the sand we can 
only hold a few days worth of moisture, 
so the probe lets us make sure we stayed 
ahead during critical water use periods or 
when the weather was forecast to be hot, 
dry and windy.”
• Kenny Reinke - Neligh, NE

AQUASYSTEMS 
MOISTURE 

MONITORING

“I knew where my soil moisture level was 
at on these fields. I wasn’t watching my 
neighbor’s pivots, because I knew where 
my levels were. When I shut the pivot off, 
I knew I had enough moisture to finish the 
season.”
• James Geyer - Newman Grove, NE

AQUASYSTEMS 
MOISTURE 

MONITORING

“CVA’s knowledge and ability to help was 
great! If we couldn’t get something done 
over the phone, they came out right away 
to get me going again.”
• Tom Kester - Clearwater, NE

AGLEADER 
PLANTING 

EQUIPMENT“This year has been a great year, it was 
great to see how helpful the Precision 
Planting equipment was in having a more 
uniform stand of corn.”
“CVA did a tremendous job of getting the 
equipment installed and anytime there 
was a small problem they were right 
there to help! CVA’s employees were 
very punctual and if they were on another 
call, they let us know a timeframe of when 
they could be out, or would take the time 
to troubleshoot over the phone and help 
in any way they could.”  (*Specifically 
mentioned both Chris and Colton)
• Kirk Brand - Hooper, NE

PRECISION 
PLANTING 

EQUIPMENT



“We’ve been using MyWay RTK for about 2 years now. We’ve been running with guidance for about 4 years and 
we’ve been very pleased with what we’ve seen with MyWay RTK. We use it on the planter and drills in the spring 
at planting time and then we switch it over to the combine in the fall to help with harvest. The MyWay RTK over 
what we previously used has been very reliable. It has pinpoint accuracy, you can go back 2 days later and find 
the exact spot or if you get rained out, your still 30 inches away on 30-inch rows. It’s been very very accurate.”
“We farm some ground up in the hills and have lots of terraces, no straight rows, we have not lost signal up there 
and it is amazing how close that it stays on a curve around a terrace. It doesn’t miss much and it adjusts real well, 
we are very very pleased in those conditions.”
“I believe it has increased our bottom-line by being more accurate, we are getting our spacing where we want 
them, we aren’t overlapping, we’re not getting too wide of rows, and it has definitely made my job easier. Just by 
pushing a button and being able to plant, I can watch the rest of my operation, what kind of seeds we are dropping 
and I can keep track of things better by using the guidance of MyWay RTK.”
“I’ve been 100% pleased with MyWay RTK in the last 2 years, this has been a great improvement from what we 
started out with. I would have no problem recommending MyWay RTK to anyone, it gets you what you need if 
you’re looking for good accuracy.”

• Scott Doht - Lyons, NE

MYWAY RTK AND EQUIPMENT

“I got along real well this year, no problem 
losing any signal with MyWay RTK and I 
was very satisfied with all my Ag Leader 
equipment.”
“It was great being able to get assistance 
with any problems by talking to Chris or 
Norm over the phone, and if they needed 
to come out to solve a problem they 
would.”
• Kent Kruger - Randolph, NE

AG LEADER 
EQUIPMENT

ON SPRAYER, PLANTER & STEERING 
ON TRACTOR USING MYWAY RTK


